
From: terriaddison
To: Community Support and Services Committee
Subject: DO NOT want an Extension to Emergency Bill
Date: Wednesday, 2 March 2022 11:53:00 AM

Good morning,

I really hope to find you physically well as I question the state of thinking behind the
current appraisal to continue/extend Emergency Bill (until 31st October 2022).

You are continually shifting the goalposts.

We were told that Queenslanders would be safe if fully Vaccinated. The focus was on the
unvaccinated, then the unboosted. Now be have been told a fourth shot may be required by
the end of the year.

As you have already achieved destroying our state and people's ability to work and provide
for families causing unnecessary financial hardship, family and social breakdowns,
segregation, isolation along with mental health! Mandates should never have been
introduced.

I point out that every death, whether Covid related or not, is tragic however the latest
Australian Bureau of Statistics information released last week put it in perspective. Over
the 22 months of Covid 273,901 Australians died; however of thses deaths only 2,639
people were covid relsted with 92 percent of these having three serious underlying
conditions. 

You have created a much larger "pandemic" than COVID-19 with your over reach of
power, bullying and fear tactics.

Your vaccine has was for 5 variants ago with little to no protection to Omicron infact
Pfizer’s chief executive has reveled that the two doses of it’s current Covid-19 vaccine
offer "very limited protection, if any against Omicron variant" which also has been
confirmed as no worse to influenza. 

What grounds and evidence do you have to back this bill? 

As on many occasions it has been stated and verified that your "vaccine only" venues and
infact people are at higher risk of transmitting this as they may not even be aware, you
have the state at high double dose well so you state so when does herd immunity occur?
Perhaps re-look at your so called modelling!

As you are lifting the restrictions and giving false pretence you are maintaining mandates
and looking to extend the bill, you are so far out of touch!

Throughout the so called "pandemic" that is so contagious and requires face mask where
are bio bins to dispose of these in a safe and responsible manner? 

Front line workers ie EQ staff whom happily worked through the pandemic without a
second thought, no ppe now have lost their jobs to your mandates and on what grounds?

The pain and suffering you have cause with fear tactics is horrendous and I really hope you
re-think and get off your high house to see the suffering and pain you are continuing
pursue.
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Hope you have a nice day as many qlder's aren't nor are they ok!

 

Sincerely 

 

 

Sent on the go with Vodafone
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